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Occlusion for Implants
!

Whether to apply the concepts and strategies of occlusion to implants
that have been established for the natural dentition has been debated
ever since implants have been used to replace natural teeth.
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These concepts for the natural dentition are certainly not set in stone
and there is much controversy over what rules are universally agreed
upon and what is merely opinion and preference. When looking at implants and how to apply occlusion concepts there are similarities and
differences with the natural dentition that need to be
considered.
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How are implants and the natural dentition different? Differences can
be compared when looking at how the teeth and implants interface
with bone. Teeth connect to bone via a periodontal ligament. Implants "integrate" - an ankylosis type connection. Mobility (range of
motion) for a tooth is 25-100 um whereas an implant it is in the 3-5
um range. Additionally, when a natural tooth is loaded, the orientation
of the periodontal ligament directs the forces in an apical direction
along the long axis of the tooth. Implants, lacking a PDL, direct the
forces outward laterally into crestal bone and any movement is dependent on elastic deformation of the bone.
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Another major difference is in the widths of teeth and implants. Almost all implant widths are smaller than the teeth they replace. This
is probably most true in the posterior region. Also, the cross sectional
shape of natural teeth at the osseous crest is designed to resist lateral
loads, however implants, being round, are less effective in resisting
lateral load.
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Occlusal stresses when applied to natural teeth can be resisted and responded to differently than implants. On natural teeth temporary or
reversible effects are seen such as wear facets, increased mobility,
sensitivity, etc. For implants, excessive forces can be reflected in failures of the prosthesis - screw loosening and fracture. Of course, for
both implants and natural teeth there can be bone loss.
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In order to incorporate these differences into treatment planning there
are many factors that need to be taken into consideration. In addition
to pure occlusal principles there are psychological, economic, patient
age and health, esthetic concerns. The experience and knowledge of
the restorative dentist are also considerations.
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There are comparative similarities between implants and teeth that
make decision making more difficult. When determining how to establish an occlusion and how many implants are recommended for a given
edentulous area the similarities are often applicable.
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In a typical posterior edentulous situation where a 3 unit bridge on
natural teeth is standard the same can often be replicated with implants (two abutements with one pontic in the middle). The similarities end when bone density is less than optimal and/or the length and
width of the implant abutments are shorter or thinner than average.
In the anterior sextant a three unit bridge could be designed similarly
between implants and natural teeth. Mandibular overdentures can often be supported by either two endodontically treated canines or two
implants.
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With a single tooth replacement one implant per tooth is adequate,
however there have been attempts to place two implants into a molar
position to overcome the possible occlusal overload. Since placing two
implants in these situations can lead to additional problems of esthetics, home care and bone loss due to the implants being too close this
option is often not favored.
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As a measure of the lack of definitive rules that are applied to implant
prosthetics the overdenture situation in the maxillary arch is a good
example. There are many options that are suggested that range from
two implants in the canine positions to at least four or more implants.
These discrepancies seemingly coexist in clinical practice and recommendations made by "experts". What appears to account for these
wide range of options could be explained by the density of bone, occlusal forces applied by the patient and experience of the restorative
dentist.
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Many aspects of occlusion that can be overlooked with natural teeth
(due to their adaptability via a PDL) cannot be disregarded with implants. These considerations include premature occlusal contacts, implant surface area, implant angulation, bone density, crown height and
crown contour, cuspal height, parafunctional habits and number of implants.
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When planning an implant occlusion the guidelines that apply to each
situation are often unique for that patient and must be customized accordingly. There is no currently accepted evidence based implant-specific concept of occlusion.
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